QuikClean is
all about you.

Intelligent pool systems

QuikClean is all about you.
Your pool, your lifestyle, YOU.

Your new pool should be everything you want it to
be. It should suit your lifestyle, your expectations
and your preference for features such as energy
efficiency and automation, as well as being a stylish
and exciting addition to your backyard.
QuikClean is the first in-floor cleaning system
which can be designed and tailored to suit your
exact needs. We have three distinct systems with a
range of features designed to appeal to your unique
expectations, personality and site requirements.
We proudly offer you the flexibility of choice so your
new self-cleaning pool is exactly what you want it
to be. Remember, with QuikClean, it’s all about you.

Safety

Backed by family values

We understand nothing is more important to
you than family. Don’t worry, we feel the same.
All QuikClean components are completely safe
and comply with the most rigorous Australian
and international standards to ensure your pool
is always a fun and safe space. You can enjoy
your pool knowing your family will always be
safe with a QuikClean system.

The QuikClean range of advanced in-floor
cleaning systems is proudly brought to you
by Cooke Industries, a long-standing business
founded on true family values. Visit us online
to learn more about QuikClean and the options
which will help make your new pool a pleasure
to own.

Quality and reliability
We believe you deserve the very best
in-floor cleaning system for your new pool
and we continue to invest in research and
development to ensure we deliver on our
promise of absolute quality.

There is a QuikClean colour just for you. Our cleaning heads and AVSC
drains are available in six stylish colours to match the interior finish of
your new pool.

Compare features to decide which QuikClean system is best suited to you.
FEATURES
Automated cleaning
Effective, comprehensive clean

QuikClean

QuikClean Plus

QuikClean Xtreme
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Improved pool circulation
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Healthy water
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Improved chemical efficiency
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Improved thermal efficiency
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Energy efficiency
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Extensive warranties
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Designed for Australian conditions
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Choice of six stylish colours
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QuikSkim venturi skimmer

✗
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G4V High Performance venturi cleaning heads
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✓

AVSC drain

All QuikClean components are manufactured
in the USA for consistent quality, durability and
unrivalled performance. QuikClean systems are
an outstanding long-term investment because
they’re backed by extensive warranties across
all components, including a lifetime warranty
for the cleaning heads.

quikclean.com.au

cookeindustries.com.au

In-floor cleaning and circluation systems

Intelligent pool systems

Value and power
in abundance!

A pool isn’t
clean unless it’s
well-circulated.

Flexibility and
robust performance!

In-Floor Cleaning Heads
Debris Removal Drain

Benefit from
genuine energy
efficiency.

Experience an effortlessly
healthy pool.

Conventional systems only move water
at the surface, creating cold spots and
poor circulation and sanitisation.

Superior cleaning power with less energy.
Discover the joy and ease of a self-cleaning pool that
is more powerful and more efficient than any other.
With its exclusive venturi-powered cleaning heads,
QuikClean Xtreme is the only system purposely
designed for variable speed pumps, meaning you
benefit from additional power and superior cleaning
whilst using less energy.

Cleaning and circulation of your pool is further enhanced
in a QuikClean Plus system by adding the QuikSkim
venturi skimmer.

A QuikClean in-floor cleaning system is your
invitation to a self-cleaning, easy maintenance
pool with amazing water quality.
The key to maintaining pristine, clear, and healthy pool
water is an effective cleaning and circulation system.
QuikClean sanitises, eliminates cold pockets, reduces heat
loss, and ensures an even dispersement of chemicals–all
by itself. This means more time saved, more money saved,
and more of your life spent enjoying your pool.

Stylish, powerful
and efficient cleaning!

Instead of using the suction power of an additional pump,
QuikSkim uses just 20-30 l/min of return-side water to generate
a skimming action equal to 300 l/min. QuikSkim is the only
skimmer that can fully exploit the potential of variable speed
pumps and genuinely reduce your power costs.

QuikClean systems efficiently distribute
clean, heated water evenly for a fully
enjoyable experience.

QuikClean systems use a series of
strategically positioned cleaning heads
on your pool floor, steps, and benches
to circulate water to clean your pool and
remove debris with their programmed,
360° rotation. These heads are completely
safe and virtually invisible because they
fully retract into your pool floor when not
in use.

Venturi Flow Intake

Combined Flow for
Amplified Output

Flexible, safe and effective debris removal.

Incomparable style.

Choose the drain that suits your style. QuikClean and QuikClean
Plus systems can be designed in a variety of configurations using
the standard PDR2 drain or you can upgrade to the AVSC drain
featured in the QuikClean Xtreme system. All options provide
effective debris removal and absolute safety for your family.

Cleaning heads and drains are available in
several colours to match the interior finish
of your pool.

Main Pump Return Flow

QuikClean Xtreme is a class above the
rest. Its advanced venturi technology
means you’ll need less cleaning heads in your pool and
the impressive AVSC drain features an optional tile/
pebble lid so it blends seamlessly with your pool interior.

QuikClean is all about you. Good for your pool, the environment, and your wallet - with virtually no effort to maintain.
Improves water circulation for a cleaner,
healthier and more enjoyable pool.
Reduces treatment costs by dispersing
chemicals more efficiently.
Introduces water at the pool floor to lower
heating costs and balance water temperature.

or

Upgrade to a QuikClean Plus
system and combine with
a variable speed pump to
significantly reduce energy costs.

or

Upgrade to a QuikClean Xtreme
system to achieve a more stylish
look and enjoy the world’s most
powerful and efficient in-floor
cleaning and circulation system.

23%
33%

More powerful flow
at no additional
energy cost.
Wider coverage
means fewer heads
are required.

